
China Keemun   CAFFEINATED

Black Tea. Full-bodied with a light, toasty taste. Tastes 
great with or without milk or sugar, and goes exceptionally 
well with baked goods like breads, cakes and muffins. 

Double Spice Chai   CAFFEINATED

Black Tea. Great as a Latte! For chai lovers, we’ve added 
more spice to our popular Chai Spice to bring you Double 
Spice Chai. Brew it with milk and sugar, or sip plain.

Decaf Pumpkin Spice   DECAFFEINATED 

Black Tea. Great as a Latte! Created especially for the 
holidays, this tea brings to mind a tasty pumpkin pie. Add a 
bit of milk and sugar to complement the luscious flavor. 

Sweet Cinnamon   CAFFEINATED 

Black Tea. Great as a Latte! To create this tea, we’ve 
combined the finest cinnamon with smooth black teas. The 
result is a spicy delight with an irresistible aroma. 

Cherry Almond  CAFFEINATED

Black Tea. For this delicious dessert tea, we combine the 
sweet flavor of plump red cherries and rich natural almond 
oil with select black teas. The result is a smooth, cordial-
like tea that is rich in flavor and aroma. 

Crème Brûlée   CAFFEINATED

Black Tea. Black tea with toasty caramel flavor notes. 
Makes a wonderful dessert tea. 

Thai Basil Lemongrass   CAFFEINATED 
Green Tea. Great Iced!  Green tea, lemongrass, fragrant 
basil and savory tarragon blend together for a refreshing 
cup. *Exclusive to our Mississippi Avenue tea bar.
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Fall Seasonal  Teas  

Green Chai   CAFFEINATED

Green Tea. Great as a Latte! A modern twist to the 
traditional chai, blending green tea with cinnamon, whole 
cloves, cardamom, ginger root and sarsaparilla. 

Wedding Tea   CAFFEINATED 

Green Tea. Great Iced! A romantic blend of green tea 
and delicate sweet dew melon. 

Jasmine Spice   CAFFEINATED   

Green Tea. Great as a Latte! A delicate jasmine-scented 
Chinese green tea with a touch of sweet spices.

Black Bear Blackberry   CAFFEINE-FREE 

Herbal Tea. Great Iced! Fruity and slightly tart,  
this hibiscus-based blend is infinitely refreshing.

Red Chai   CAFFEINE-FREE

Herbal Tea. Great as a Latte! Rooibos, also known as 
red tea, combines with natural flavors and spices in this 
unique caffeine-free version of our popular Chai Spice. 

Rooibos Throat Relief   CAFFEINE-FREE

Herbal Tea. Rooibos, licorice root, peppermint and other 
soothing herbs, blended to help soothe scratchy throats. 

Ginger Cold Soother   CAFFEINE-FREE

Herbal Tea. A comforting blend of ginger root, 
chamomile, cranberries, with a distinct grapefruit aroma.

Ginger Mint Good Digestion   
CAFFEINE-FREE

Herbal Tea. A soothing blend of ginger root, peppermint 
and turmeric with just a hint of cardamom.  

Pure Detox   CAFFEINE-FREE

Herbal Tea. A refreshing blend of tulsi, dandelion root and 
mulberry leaf with a twist of citrus. 
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